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Stories that are not about a certain topic.
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Pages:
81. Chapters: List of Tales of Symphonia characters, Tales of Vesperia, Tales of Destiny 2, Tales of Hearts, Tales of the Abyss,
Tales of Eternia, Tales of Phantasia, Tales of VS., List of Tales media, Tales of Symphonia: Dawn of the New World, Tales of
Graces, Tales of the World: Radiant Mythology 3, Tales of Legendia, Tales of Rebirth, Tales of Phantasia: Narikiri Dungeon, Tales
of Innocence, Tales of the Tempest, Tales of Xillia, Tales of Mobile, Tales of Phantasia: Narikiri Dungeon X, Tales of the World:
Summoner's Lineage, Tales of Eternia Online, Tales of the World: Narikiri Dungeon 3, Tales of the World: Radiant Mythology 2,
Keroro RPG: Kishi to Musha to Densetsu no Kaizoku, Tales of the World: Narikiri Dungeon 2, Tales of Fandom Vol.1, Tales of
Fandom Vol.2. Excerpt: This article lists the characters in Tales of Symphonia, a video game released on the Nintendo GameCube
and PlayStation 2 console systems and Tales of Symphonia: Dawn of the New World release on the Wii. The characters were
drawn and designed by K suke Fujishima. In Tales of Symphonia, several characters strive to save the intertwined worlds of
Sylvarant and Tethe'alla. In its sequel Tales of Symphonia: Dawn of the New World, two new characters strive to restore the
worlds environment and mana by the awakening of Ratatosk. In the world of Sylvarant, the story follows Lloyd Irving and his friend
Genis Sage who travel together with the Chosen, Colette Brunel and her guardians Kratos Aurion and Raine Sage on her quest for
world regeneration. World Regeneration is a quest to re-fill Sylvarant with mana, the source of all life, and to seal away the
Desians, an evil organization that captures humans and locks them in like prisons where they are hosts to objects known as
"Exspheres." Exspheres are objects that are able to bring out ones potential abilities; they...
Adventure awaits in this official anthology of short manga inspired by the best-selling series! Follow Reg, Riko, Nanachi, and all of
your favorites through these harrowing and hilarious tales of monstrous creatures, lost relics, and irresistible fluffiness. Experience
the Abyss like you've never seen it before, through the eyes of different creators, each with their own take on this fascinating world
and its characters!
Musaicum Books presents to you this unique collection, designed and formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for
readability on all devices."The Boats of the Glen Carrig" – The ship "Glen Carrig" gets lost at sea when it strikes "a hidden rock"
and several survivors escape the wreck in two lifeboats. But that is when their agony actually begins, as they become exposed to
the Sargasso Sea, also known as "cemetery of the oceans". "The Ghost Pirates" – Jessop is the only survivor of the final voyage
of the Mortzestus, rescued from drowning by the crew of the passing Sangier. He begins to recount how he came to be aboard the
ill-fated Mortzestus, the rumors surrounding the vessel and the unusual events that rapidly increase in both frequency and
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severity. He describes his confusion and uncertainty about what he believes he has seen, at times fearing for his own
sanity."Sargasso Sea Stories" is the group of short stories which are set around the Sargasso Sea:From the Tideless Sea Part
OneFrom the Tideless Sea Part TwoThe Mystery of the DerelictThe Thing in the WeedsThe Finding of the Graiken"Men of the
Deep Waters" is a collection of short stories about the deep waters of mysterious seas, and the great deep of life:On the
BridgeThe Sea HorsesThe DerilictMy House Shall Be Called the House of PrayerThe Captain of the Onion BoatThe Voice in the
NightThrough the Vortex of a CycloneThe Shamraken Homeward-Bounder"Captain Gault, Being the Exceedingly Private Log of a
Sea-Captain" is a collection of short stories about the law breaking captain with many tricks in the bag:The Case of the Curio
DealerThe Red HerringThe Drum of SaccharineOther Sea Stories:Jack Grey, Second MateDemons of the SeaOut of the StormA
Tropical HorrorThe Stone Ship The Real Thing
"What is the Void?" The world watched in horror the day the mysterious being known as 'the Void' made its presence known to the
world. But for John Parker it would be remembered as the day his son disappeared without a trace. Desperate for answers, John
begins a life-changing search for his lost child that brings him to the brink of despair while the FBI uncovers a link between John's
missing child and a Void-worshiping cult called The Brotherhood.

GameAxis Unwired is a magazine dedicated to bring you the latest news, previews, reviews and events around the world
and close to you. Every month rain or shine, our team of dedicated editors (and hardcore gamers!) put themselves in the
line of fire to bring you news, previews and other things you will want to know.
A Companion Book to the ACCIDENTAL ARCHMAGE Series. Stories from Kemet and the Death Lands, the Dual
Monarchy of Sumer and Akkad, and the Kingdoms of the Edge.Before the Elder Archmage arrived on Adar, it was
already a world of gods, mortals, and other beings. Rapacious adventurers, charming rogues, murderous mercenaries,
mages of every cloth, kings, emperors, the desperate, and the ambitious were in every civilization. A barely explored
world full of riches, priceless magical artifacts, and raw power enough to found and rule kingdoms and empires. Or at the
very least, enable a very comfortable retirement far from hungry fangs, deadly claws, and dark creatures who fed on spirit
and flesh.These are their stories. Tales of treasure hunts, quests, explorations, and other ventures. Human greed,
dangerously fortified with curiosity, drove them to the darkest nooks and crannies of the world. They only needed to
wager their very souls.Adar. A world of fantastic stories. Of capricious gods. Of magic. Of soulless horrors. Join a lost
expedition, a demon hunter, and a trio of rogues. They've got everything to gain and only their souls to lose. Three
stories. Unique adventures. Different lands. Unexpected endings.Each tale is around 5,000 to 10,000 words in length,
divided into subchapters. Word count is approximately 25,000.
This journal is a Great gift for Japanese Anime lovers, best Gift forOtakus, Boys Girls Teens Men Women, Kids & Adults.
Perfect For School Notestaking for High School, College or University Students and Home SchoolAssignments. Help you
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staying Organized at Work. Good for Professionals Writersand Poets, Journaling to do lists, sketching, creative
writingideas/thoughts/dreams, organizing, doodling, drawing, prompt book, journaling,listing things to do and
brainstorming. A wonderful gift to show your appreciation!Ideal gift for all gift giving occasions - New Year, Christmas,
Secret Santa,Gift Exchange, Gift Giving Occasions - Birthday, Back to School, Holidays,Valentines, Office Events, etc.
Features · 6" x 9" letter size · Premium Matte Soft Cover · Perfect Paperback Binding · 100 college-ruled lined pages
Great size to carry everywhere in your bag, to work, school and random road trips!
Sur la planète Auldrant, six phonons sont à la base de la composition de tout l’univers. Il y a des centaines d’années, la
découverte du septième phonon plongea l’humanité dans le chaos. Si l’on parvenait à l’utiliser, on pouvait lire le futur.
Depuis, le monde est régi par le Score, la prophétie prononcée par Yulia, une phoniste aux immenses pouvoirs. An 2018.
Luke Fon Fabre est un jeune noble de Kimlasca qui vit enfermé chez lui depuis plus de sept ans. Kidnappé dans son
enfance, il doit maintenant être protégé à tout prix. Car ce qu’il ignore, c’est que la prophétie fait de lui celui qui
ramènera la prospérité à son royaume !
It is too often accepted that during the 19th and early 20th centuries it was the male writers who developed and pushed
the boundaries of the weird tale, with women writers following in their wake--but this is far from the truth. This new
anthology follows the instrumental contributions made by women writers to the weird tale, and revives the lost authors of
the early pulp magazines along with the often overlooked work of more familiar authors. See the darker side of The
Secret Garden author Frances Hodgson Burnett and the sensitively-drawn nightmares of Marie Corelli and Violet Quirk.
Hear the captivating voices of Weird Tales magazine contributors Sophie Wenzel Ellis, Greye La Spina, and Margaret St
Clair, and bow down to the sensational, surreal, and challenging writers who broke down the barriers of the day.
Featuring material never before republished, from the abyssal depths of the British Library vaults.
Tales of the AbyssBrady
BradyGames' Tales of the Abyss Official Strategy Guide includes the following: A complete walkthrough of the entire
game. Extensive area maps pinpointing locations of critical items. Detailed listing of available items and equipment.
Expert boss strategies to defeat even the toughest foe. In-depth bestiary. Platform: PlayStation 2 Genre: Role-Playing
GameThis product is available for sale in North America only.
JOURNEY INTO THE ABYSS.Leave all of your belongings. You will not need them where you are going.This collection
will send you into the darkest of worlds. You will come face to face with supernatural creatures, as well as vicious
psychopaths.Not for the faint of heart. These stories are designed to haunt your mind and bring your greatest fears to
life.You have been warned.This is the second novel by author Corey Mickle.The abyss is a collection of disturbing short
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stories, not to be taken lightly.
A collection of over a dozen short stories for the bestselling manga! In an era when the world has been scoured for
secrets, one place remains unexplored–a massive cave system known as the Abyss, filled with monstrous creatures and
lost relics. When a young orphan named Riko comes upon a mysterious robot boy named Reg with possible ties to the
Abyss, the two team up to explore the terrifying depths together. This intense manga has spawned a critically acclaimed
anime and several movies in theaters, both in Japan and America. Now fans can enjoy this official anthology of short
manga by different creators, each with their own take on this fascinating world and its characters!
More short manga stories for the bestselling manga In an era when the world has been scoured for secrets, one place
remains unexplored--a massive cave system known as the Abyss, filled with monstrous creatures and lost relics. When a
young orphan named Riko comes upon a mysterious robot boy named Reg with possible ties to the Abyss, the two team
up to explore the terrifying depths together. This intense manga has spawned a critically acclaimed anime and several
movies in theaters, both in Japan and America. Now fans can enjoy this official anthology series of short manga by
different creators, each with their own take on this fascinating world and its characters
David A. Riley began writing horror stories while still at school and had his first professional sale to Pan Books in 1969, which was
The Lurkers in the Abyss, published in The Eleventh Pan Book of Horror Stories. This story was chosen for inclusion in The
Century's Best Horror Fiction in 2012. Over the years he has had numerous stories published in Britain and the United States plus
translations into German, Spanish, Italian and Russian. His fiction has appeared in World of Horror, Fear, Whispers, Fantasy
Tales, Aboriginal Science Fiction, Dark Discoveries and Lovecraft e-Zine. His first collection, His Own Mad Demons was published
by Hazardous Press in 2012. The Return, a Lovecraftian horror novel was published by Blood Bound Books in 2013. This second
collection brings together under one cover seventeen of the author's best blood-curdling stories.
This is me Robbing the Bank is a compilation of short stories considered 'legal tales from the abyss'. It takes you into the world of
a street lawyer armed with wit and little else. Attorney Mike Dunn, starting his legal career wanting to be a highly perfumed
barrister. He quickly realized that he was more suited to be the vigorous defender of lost causes. With little more than a guilty
client anticipating a miracle, he learned to waltz in and out of courtrooms throughout the Midwest, cleaning up self-imposed
messes that quickly became his fault; depending on the outcome.Once there was a disgruntled husband who tried to hire a hitman to kill his ex-wife, only to find out that there are no hit-men, only undercover cops. What else can you do while you are in
prison for the attempt? Well, of course, hire a second one! He was certain that he would not hire a cop again. He was right. This
time it turned out to be an FBI agent. Then there was the jealous girlfriend, who drove drunk to her boyfriend's house to catch him
with another woman. She saw a car sitting right in front of his house and decided that the only thing she could do in that situation
was to ram the car. So, she rammed, backed up and rammed and rammed and rammed. Turns out her boyfriend was alone. It
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was the neighbor's car.
The second Made in Abyss anthology is here, brimming with more monsters, masters, and apprentices than ever! Whether you
are seeking adventures with Riko, Reg and Nanachi, tales about Marulk, Ozen, or Bondrewd, or a peek at live in the Village of the
Hollows, this anthology is sure to satisfy!
Don’t miss this manga collection of over a dozen short Made in Abyss stories by a variety of creators! Adventure awaits in this
official anthology of short manga inspired by the best-selling series! Follow Reg, Riko, Nanachi, and all of your favorites through
these harrowing and hilarious tales of monstrous creatures, lost relics, and irresistible fluffiness. Experience the Abyss like you’ve
never seen it before, through the eyes of different creators, each with their own take on this fascinating world and its characters!
Immerse yourself in the third Made in Abyss anthology, full of strange tales spun by a host of talented creators, each with their own
unique vision of the great pit. Get ready for more wild and irredeemable adventures with Riko, Reg, Nanachi, and company!
Tales of the Abyss: Jade''s Secret Memories is a manga side-story of the Tales of the Abyss video game license. The property, a video game
RPG much like the Final Fantasy franchise, has spun off dozens of successful sub-properties in Japan and the US over the past two
decades. This manga adaptation from the POV of one of the series most popular characters, Jade the Necromancer, is timed for release
alongside the US release of the series'' anime adaptation.
"Tales from the abyss" is a compilation of thirteen stories from the darkest and deepest side of the heart. The stories told in this book show
adverse situations, fears, and inner struggles of each of the characters, some stories with realistic touches, others with a little fantasy. The
outcome of these stories will depend on the inner strength of each character, so they can leave their personal abyss.
When he is replaced as prince by his clone, Asch finds himself fighting against the prophecy for peace that his clone seeks to fulfill.
This is a compilation of short horror stories I've written over the years. Tales of horror and dread filled with a touch of sadness and fury. Some
are connected, and some can't possibly be so. The ideas written here, although fictional in their exterior, share all a common real-life
essence. As most movies might say: they are all based off true stories. What's real and whats not is for you to discover, for better or worse.
Black City: Tales From the Edge of the Abyss is an occult fiction anthology from elusive American author and artist Jane Grey. Written from
beyond the shattered lens of reality, the eternal Abyss reaches Its invisible and alien influence into a bizarre mosaic of intersecting victims
and willing participants. Twisting the short tales together alongside esoteric ink illustrations by the author, the anthology focuses on the
darkest side of spirituality, the occult, and the demonic. Warping sensibilities by using ancient barbarous names and incantations, the
collection itself is an occult working wrapped in the cloak of fictional horror. Enter the Black City.
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